
PHOTOFAIRS New York Opens Inaugural 2023 Edition Today

Highlighting the dynamism of photography and image-making, the fair adds a new dimension
to the global art fair landscape

Opens today with invitation-only VIP preview and runs September 8-10 at the Javits Center

New York, NY— September 7, 2023— PHOTOFAIRS New York, the new contemporary art
fair dedicated to photo-based and digital artworks, opens its inaugural edition today at the
Javits Center with an invitation-only VIP preview. Running September 8-10, 2023 and on
view alongside The Armory Show, the fair cements the first week of September as the
annual pulse point on New York’s arts calendar.

Visitors can explore an array of highly curated presentations, from surveys considering the
craft and materiality of photography, to its intersections with emerging technologies. More
than one third of the fair is dedicated to solo presentations, providing the chance to
discover up-and-coming image-makers, as well as in-depth showcases of renowned
photographers. Alongside its booth presentations, PHOTOFAIRS New York features a range
of special projects, large-scale installations, and publishing projects; a robust talks program;
and an annual acquisition prize for exhibiting artists, established in partnership with 21c
Museum Hotels. PHOTOFAIRS New York is organized by Creo and its majority shareholder
Angus Montgomery Arts, one of the largest art fair organizers in the world, and in
collaboration with Candlestar.

“We’re excited to open the doors of our inaugural fair today and kick off this incredible season in
New York. It's a joy to provide a dedicated space to experience the dynamism of image-making
and celebrate photography, which is at the heart of our visual culture." says Helen Toomer,
Director, PHOTOFAIRS New York. “We look forward to all the connections and conversations
forged here, creating a solid foundation for the growth of PHOTOFAIRS New York beyond this
week.”



EXHIBITOR HIGHLIGHTS

PHOTOFAIRS New York’s debut edition welcomes a highly curated group of international
exhibitors—from renowned photography dealers to interdisciplinary contemporary art
galleries and organizations at the forefront of emerging technologies.

In addition to thematic and group exhibitions, more than a third of the fair is devoted to
solo artist presentations. Highlights include: HESSE FLATOW’s presentation of
photographs, prints, and video works by New York-based artist Adama Delphine
Fawundu, whose practice explores themes of indigenization and ancestral memory; Nil
Gallery’s exhibition of works by Ghanaian artist Caleb Kwarteng Prah, who blends street
photography and personal archives to portray contemporary Ghana; never-before-seen
images from Katsu Naito’s Once in Harlem series, exhibited at THE FRIDGE; a physical and
digital presentation by Praise Shadows Gallery of Nicole Wilson’s durational project Ötzi,
a photo-documentation of ancient and contemporary tattoo practices; artist duo Elliot &
Erick Jiménez’s staged photographs that personify deities and saints within Yoruba and
Catholic syncretism, presented by Spinello Projects; a selection ofMaleonn’s photographs
and installations, including the artist’s tribute to painter Jheronimus Bosch’s 15th century
masterwork The Garden of Earthly Delights, at Shun Art Gallery; and Momentum’s
presentation of cinematic landscapes from Norwegian artist Ole Marius Joergensen’s
latest series, which explores the mysteries of rural life.

Many of this year’s solo and dual presentations spotlight the work of artists examining the
craft and materiality of photography and its intersections across media and disciplines,
from drawing and painting to fiber techniques and collage. Highlights include: Elijah
Wheat’s solo presentation of Rhiannon Adam’s new series Composites, for which the artist
arranges large-scale Polaroid emulsion lifts on watercolor paper; Brooklyn-based artist
Delphine Diallo’s new series Golden Age, unveiled in Fisheye Gallery’s solo booth, which
combines portraiture and collage to give new life to African cult objects; Luis De Jesus Los
Angeles’ display of a new body of work by Chris Engman for which the artist employs
drawing and painting alongside photography for the first time; and Robert Mann Gallery’s
presentation of artists including Cig Harvey, Jane Waggoner Deschner, and Ana Teresa
Barboza, whose practices combine photography with various historical fiber techniques.

PHOTOFAIRS New York’s expansive view of image-making includes explorations of new
media and emerging technologies as well as digital projects that engage audiences virtually.
Highlights include: The Path, an exhibition staged by Postmasters Gallery featuring
photographs and video by Kenny Dunkan, Damjanski’s AI-assisted app alongside



photographic works, and a sculpture by Jennifer and Kevin McCoy that employs cinematic
footage created through an algorithm; bitforms’ group exhibition of works by pioneering
artists including Marina Zurkow, Quayola, and LaJuné McMillian, who engage new
technologies to interrogate themes of identity, representation, and environment; and
TRANSFER’s showcase of Huntrezz Janos’ multilayered face filters, which use augmented
reality to explore the mythology of self.

Exhibitors were chosen by the fair’s esteemed Selection Committee: Sebastián Alderete
(ROLF ART, Buenos Aires); Amanda Coulson (TERN Gallery, Nassau); Nicholas Fahey
(Fahey/Klein Gallery, Los Angeles); and Putri Tan (Gagosian, New York & 19 cities
worldwide), in collaboration with PHOTOFAIRS New York Director Helen Toomer.

SPECIAL PROJECTS AND PROGRAMMING

Complementing the booth presentations are special projects from the fair’s programming
partners. The international photography museum Fotografiska presents a special
installation of recent portraits by Native American artist Cara Romero; Baxter St at the
Camera Club of New York presents a project by an alumnus of their Guest Curatorial
Program, Emma Safir; the artist collective For Freedoms presents photographic artwork
from a group of their Fellows; and Jamaica Art Society stages Memories Don’t Leave Like
People Do, an exhibition of video works curated by founder Tiana Webb Evans that features
work by artists Simon Benjamin, Zachary Fabri, Ania Freer, Timothy Yanick Hunter,
and Jamilah Sabur.

Artist spotlights and installations activate the expansive fair space, including: artist and
computer developer Daniel Rozin’s special interactive project RGB Lights Mirror, presented
by bitforms, in which aluminum knobs and lights are manipulated through engineering
and original algorithms; Robert Mann Gallery’s presentation of Sayler/Morris’ Eclipse, a
site-specific video animation and soundscape that commemorates the lost species of the
passenger pigeon; Throned, a mobile photo-installation by interdisciplinary artist Tiffany
Smith presented by TERN Gallery that creates a meditative setting for participants to have
their portrait taken; Jackson Fine Art showcases The Mind-Baby Problem, a sculptural
presentation of photographer Tabitha Soren’s raw and intimate exploration of the bond
between mother and newborn; and Rolf Art Gallery’s presentation of Andrés Denegri’s
Uprising, a large-scale installation merging photochemical images, filmstrips, and film
projectors with their respective sound environments to resemble a large kinetic machine.



21C ACQUISITION PRIZE

The fair’s first edition also marks the launch of the 21c Acquisition Prize, an annual award
established in partnership with 21c Museum Hotels and given by 21c Co-Founders Laura
Lee Brown and Steve Wilson. The prize is awarded to an artist exhibiting at PHOTOFAIRS
New York whose work is selected by Brown, Wilson, and 21c Director and Chief Curator
Alice Gray Stites to join 21c’s esteemed collection. The inaugural award will be announced
tomorrow, Friday, September 8, 2023.

“21c seeks to support today’s most dynamic artists, working in a wide range of media and
addressing the pressing issues of our time,” says Stites. “We are excited about discovering
visionary artists working in innovative photographic and digital media at the inaugural edition
of PHOTOFAIRS New York and expanding the collection further through the establishment of the
21c Acquisition Prize.”

TALKS PROGRAM

Throughout the weekend, the fair hosts a conversation series convening a group of thought
leaders to discuss issues and relevant topics in the field. Highlights include celebrated artist
Derrick Adams in conversation with President of Baxter St Camera Club of New York
Michi Jigarjian on leisure and joy in artistic practice; a discussion with photographer Cara
Romero and Fotografiska Director of Exhibitions Amanda Hajjar on indigenous futurity, a
theme found in Romero’s work on view at the fair; a roundtable on Black portraiture in the
digital age with keondra bills freemyn, Archives Director at the oral history archiving
project Black Lunch Table, curator and librarian Kristen J. Owens, and archivist Zakiya
Collier; a conversation with artists Tommy Kha, Cheryl Mukherji, and Elias Williams,
moderated by Center for Photography at Woodstock CuratorMarina Chao; and a panel
exploring the landscape of Latin American photobooks with artist Oswaldo Garcia,
Martha Sandoval, director of publishing house Matarile Ediciones, journalist Carlos
Loret De Mola, and Printed Matter Director of Fairs & Editions Sonel Breslav. Additional
programming partners include 21c Museum Hotels; Artwrld; The Cultivist; Dear Dave,
Magazine; Gagosian Quarterly; International Center of Photography; and Jamaica Art
Society.

For a full schedule of events and programming visit photofairs.org/newyork.

http://photofairs.org/newyork


2023 EXHIBITORS

193 Gallery, Paris
Artwrld, Global
Art Bond NY, New York
Asya Geisberg Gallery, New York
Atlas Gallery, London
Bildhalle, Zurich/Amsterdam
bitforms, New York
Catherine Couturier Gallery, Houston
Chela Mitchell Gallery, Washington, D.C.
CLAMP, New York
Elijah Wheat, Newburgh
Fahey/Klein Gallery, Los Angeles
Fisheye Gallery, Paris/Arles
For Freedoms, New York
THE FRIDGE, New York
Galerie XII, Paris/Los Angeles/Shanghai
HackelBury Fine Art, London
HESSE FLATOW, New York
Howard Greenberg Gallery, New York
Huxley-Parlour, London
The Hulet Collection, Tulsa
IN THE GALLERY, Palma de Mallorca/Copenhagen
inside-out, Brussels
Jackson Fine Art, Atlanta
JHB Gallery, New York
Les filles du calvaire, Paris
Luis De Jesus Los Angeles, Los Angeles
Management, New York
Marshall Gallery, Los Angeles
McBride Contemporain, Montreal
Momentum, Miami
Montrasio Arte, Monza/Milan/Piacenza
The Music Photo Gallery, New York
Nil Gallery, Paris
OSMOS, New York/Stamford
PIBI Gallery, Seoul



Postmasters Gallery, New York/Rome
Praise Shadows, Brookline
Printed Matter, Inc., New York
Rick Wester Fine Art, New York
Robert Mann Gallery, New York
Rolf Art, Buenos Aires
Ruttkowski;68, Cologne/Düsseldorf/Paris/New York
Sasha Wolf Projects, New York
Shun Art Gallery, Tokyo/Shanghai
Sous Les Etoiles Gallery, New York
Spinello Projects, Miami
Staley-Wise Gallery, New York
TERN Gallery, Nassau
TRANSFER, Miami
Throckmorton Fine Art, New York
Troconi-Letayf & Campbell, Mexico City
UNIX Gallery, New York
Von Lintel Gallery, Santa Monica
Winston Wächter Fine Art, Seattle/New York
Yiwei Gallery, Venice, CA

MEDIA CONTACTS

United States:
Caroline McKinley l Shea Seery l Barbara Escobar
pny@resnicow.com
212-671-5162

International:
Creo Press Office
Polly Brock l Vanda Ivančić l Hugo Ximenes
media@creoarts.com

Press images can be downloaded at press.creoarts.com.

PRESS ACCREDITATION

Press can apply for accreditation onsite by visiting the press desk at the fair entrance off of
11th Avenue. Credentials required for entry can be found here.

mailto:pny@resnicow.com
mailto:media@creoarts.com
https://press.creoarts.com/creo-contemporary/photofairs-new-york/press-releases
https://www.photofairs.org/newyork/press-accreditation/


NOTES TO EDITORS

PHOTOFAIRS is a brand of high-end art fairs with a particular focus on photo-based and
digital works; first launching with Shanghai in 2014 and introducing the New York edition in
2023. PHOTOFAIRS Shanghai is Asia Pacific’s leading fair dedicated to photo-based and
digital artworks, building a strong local market and critical appreciation for the medium in
the region and beyond. PHOTOFAIRS New York launches at the heart of the largest and
most dynamic global market for art and photography. Matching the energy and vibrancy of
the local scene, the fair presents a state-of-the-art view of visual culture.
www.photofairs.org

Creo initiates and organizes events and programming across three key strands:
photography, film and contemporary art. Established in 2007 as World Photography
Organization, Creo has since grown in scope, furthering its mission of developing
meaningful opportunities for creatives and expanding the reach of its cultural activities.
Today, its flagship projects include the Sony World Photography Awards, Sony Future
Filmmaker Awards, PHOTOFAIRS Shanghai, Photo London and PHOTOFAIRS New York.
Working in partnership with Angus Montgomery Arts, Creo helps deliver the group’s
ventures, comprising some of the world’s leading art fairs. Taking its name from the Latin
for “I create,” it is in this spirit that Creo sets out to empower and give agency to creative
voices. www.creoarts.com

Angus Montgomery Arts consults, develops and establishes art fairs and exhibitions
worldwide. Led by Sandy Angus as Chairman and Scott Gray as CEO, Angus Montgomery
Arts has more than 40 years of experience in the contemporary art sphere. As one of the
largest art fair organizers in the world, Angus Montgomery Arts is committed to delivering
high quality events that serve the needs of collectors and galleries. The current portfolio
includes Art SG, Taipei Dangdai, India Art Fair, Sydney Contemporary, PHOTOFAIRS
Shanghai, Art Central Hong Kong, Art Düsseldorf, Photo London, Tokyo Gendai and
PHOTOFAIRS New York. www.angusmontgomeryarts.co.uk

Candlestar is an internationally renowned visual arts consultancy formed in 2003 by
globally respected authorities on photography and arts production Michael Benson and
Fariba Farshad. Over the last twenty years Candlestar has delivered a range of innovative
projects for such clients as Frieze, Condé Nast, Belmond, Art Dubai and the Sovereign Art
Foundation. The current portfolio includes the world-class photography fair Photo London
and Prix Pictet. Founded by Candlestar in 2015, Photo London has become a catalyst for
the capital’s dynamic photography community. Established by the Pictet group in 2008 the

http://www.photofairs.org
http://www.creoarts.com
http://www.angusmontgomeryarts.co.uk


Prix Pictet is the world’s leading award in photography and sustainability.
www.candlestar.co.uk

21c Museum Hotels is an award-winning hospitality company based in Louisville,
Kentucky, which pushes the boundaries of both the museum and hotel worlds to create a
new kind of travel experience. The company was founded as a single property by
contemporary art collectors and preservationists Laura Lee Brown and Steve Wilson, and
has since grown to be one of the largest contemporary art museums in the U.S., and North
America’s only collecting museum dedicated solely to art of the 21st century. 21c presents
a range of arts programming curated by Museum Director, Chief Curator Alice Gray Stites,
including both solo and group exhibitions that reflect the global nature of art today, as well
as site-specific, commissioned installations, and a variety of cultural events.
www.21cmuseumhotels.com

VISITOR INFORMATION

VIP Preview (by invitation only) Thursday, September 7, 2pm-7pm

Public Day Friday, September 8, 11am-7pm

Public Day Saturday, September 9, 11am-7pm

Public Day Sunday, September 10, 11am-6pm

Tickets:
$35 (Day Pass) l $90 (Run of Show Pass)
$72 (Dual) The Armory Show and PHOTOFAIRS New York, Friday, September 8
photofairs.org/newyork/tickets

Address:
Javits Center, 429 11th Avenue, New York, NY 10001, United States
photofairs.org/newyork

SOCIAL MEDIA

Facebook:@photofairs
Instagram: @photofairs
Twitter:@photo_fairs

http://www.candlestar.co.uk
http://www.21cmuseumhotels.com
http://photofairs.org/newyork/tickets
https://www.photofairs.org/newyork/
https://www.facebook.com/photofairs
http://www.instagram.com/photofairs
http://www.twitter.com/photo_fairs

